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We are a local independent insurance agency.
Insurance can be a complicated purchase that requires more than 15 minutes of your time.
As an independent insurance agency we work for you, not the insurance company – giving
you the power of choice. As an independent insurance agency, we represent many
different insurance companies which offer a wide variety of coverage options and price
points. With our connections and knowledge of the market, we can often find a better value
for your insurance dollar than you might find searching on your own. We do the shopping.
You do the saving. In the end you get the right blend of price, coverage and service.

What is Credit-Based Insurance
Scoring?
A credit-based insurance score, often
referred to as an insurance score, is a
snapshot of your insurance risk at a
particular point in time.
Your insurance
score is calculated with a complex computer
model that analyzes specific details of your
credit report.
Insurance scoring models
have been proved to be statistically
predicative of the likelihood you will
experience an insurance loss.

AUTO RENTAL
REIMBURSEMENT
COVERAGE
by Enterprise

Facts About Rental Reimbursement

DID YOUR CHILD GO AWAY TO COLLEGE?

Pays for the cost of a rental car as part
of a covered claim.
Can be added to an eligible auto policy
at any time.
Coverage levels vary by insurer.
One year of Rental Reimbursement
typically costs less than one day of
rental
Call us to have this added to your policy!

by R.S. Semler & Associates Insurance, Inc.
Insurance is a concern all college students need to think about. Having the
right type of insurance can provide vital protection during years when
most people can ill-afford any major setbacks. Consider these items and
talk to us about coverages.
Car Insurance - Commuting to School?
Taking a vehicle or driving someone else's?
Does other car owner/driver have coverage?
Renters Insurance - staying in a dorm or apartment?
Transporting items to school?
What about identity theft?
Liability for injuries or damage of property of others?
Accidental damage to dorm or apartment?
Health Insurance - single & dependent
Does your health plan cover international trips?
Peace of mind comes with understanding. Let us help you today!
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CONDO BUILDING INSURANCE
Located in the heart of Hartford, WI

800-414-5875

www.rssemler.com

The condo owners association insures some parts of the building against damage with an
“association master policy.” The individual condo owners will be responsible for any remaining
insurance for their own unit. The association master policy will almost always cover common areas
such as hallways and the elevators, but other coverage varies. The simplest option is “bare walls
coverage,” meaning the condo owners association policy simply covers the walls, floors and ceilings
in each unit, with the individual owners responsible for everything else, including fittings and
fixtures. “Single entity coverage” extends the condo owners association coverage to “standard
finishes,” such as fitted kitchens and bathroom units, but not the owner’s personal property. One
note of caution—if an owner replaces any fitting, such as a kitchen counter or carpet, it will no
longer be covered by the association master policy. Finally “modified single entity” (also called allin coverage) extends coverage to any replacement or upgraded fittings. If you need to know more
about condo building insurance, contact us today. The unique nature of condo buildings often leads
to some confusion over who is responsible for insuring what. In reality, it’s a simple set-up, but
everyone involved needs to know how it works. Condo building insurance can be complicated.
Specialty condo insurance recognizes the many different risk types and provides clarity regarding
which parties are responsible for covering which risks.

